
Summary

With a 6-month internship at Smartly Built, I gained hands-on experience in software development contributing to diverse

projects including SendinBlue, QuickBooks, Google Sync Contacts and a Woocommerce website on WordPress. Proficient

in Java, PHP, SQL, and MongoDB. I developed APIs using PHP code and Postman, while assisting in creating and

maintaining user-friendly websites. Adept in WordPress, HTML and CSS my dynamic skill set ensures effective problem-

solving and innovation in software development.

Experience

SMARTLY BUILT | Mumba, Maharashtra

Software Engineer Intern | 01/2023 - 06/2023

Proficiently crafted websites using HTML and CSS, emphasizing user-friendly designs. Kept abreast of cutting-edge

technologies and software, enhancing project outcomes. Integral to SendinBlue, facilitating comprehensive marketing through

email, SMS, and automation. Contributed to QuickBooks, streamlining accounting and financial management. Enabled

seamless device synchronization in Google Sync Contacts, ensuring data integrity. Developed e-commerce prowess with a

Woocommerce website on WordPress. Skillfully engineered APIs using PHP and Laravel, bolstering functionality and

efficiency.

Skills

Java, PHP, C, JavaScript, SQL, MongoDB, API, WordPress, HTML, CSS, Data Structures

PROJECTS

GYM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (12/2021 - 01/2022)

The Gym Management System is a software application developed using Java and MySQL to manage and automate the

daily activities of a gym. The application uses JFrame to create a user interface that allows gym staff to perform various

functions such as adding new members, creating workout plans, scheduling appointments, tracking payments, and

generating reports.

SHOPPING WEBSITE (10/2022 – 11/2022)

The shopping website project employs HTML and CSS for frontend design, while PHP handles backend functionality.

Integrated with an SQL database through XAMPP server it enables seamless product browsing, selection, and purchasing.

Users can register, log in, add items to carts, and checkout securely. The combination of these technologies ensures an

interactive and dynamic online shopping experience with effective data management and processing.

Education

Jain University | Bangalore, Karnataka

Master of Computer Application | 06/2023

GOSSNER COLLEGE | Ranchi, Jharkhand

Bachelore of science in information technology | 06/2019

Websites, Portfolios, Profiles

linkedin.com/in/md-razique | github.com/Rz8292 | codechef.com/users/razique

Languages

English, Hindi

MD RAZIQUE

7004362091 | razikkhan8292@gmail.com | BANGALORE, KARNATAKA


